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A prerequisite for successful embryo implantation is adequate preparation of receptive endometrium and
the establishment and maintenance of a viable embryo. The success of implantation further relies upon a
two-way dialogue between the embryo and uterus. However, molecular bases of these preimplantation
and implantation processes in humans are not well known. We performed genome expression analyses of
human embryos (n ! 128) and human endometria (n ! 8). We integrated these data with protein-protein
interactions in order to identify molecular networks within the endometrium and the embryo, and po-
tential embryo-endometrium interactions at the time of implantation. For that, we applied a novel net-
work profiling algorithm HyperModules, which combines topological module identification and func-
tionalenrichmentanalysis.Wefoundamajorwaveof transcriptionaldown-regulation inpreimplantation
embryos. In receptive-stage endometrium, several genes and signaling pathways were identified, includ-
ing JAK-STAT signaling and inflammatory pathways. The main curated embryo-endometrium interaction
network highlighted the importance of cell adhesion molecules in the implantation process. We also
identified cytokine-cytokine receptor interactions involved in implantation, where osteopontin (SPP1),
leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and leptin (LEP) pathways were intertwining. Further, we identified a
number of novel players in human embryo-endometrium interactions, such as apolipoprotein D (APOD),
endothelin 1 (END1), fibroblast growth factor 7 (FGF7), gastrin (GAST), kringle containing trnasmembrane
protein 1 (KREMEN1), neuropilin 1 (NRP1), serpin peptidase inhibitor clade A member 3 (SERPINA3),
versican (VCAN),andothers.Our findingsprovideafundamental resource forbetterunderstandingof the
genetic network that leads to successful embryo implantation. We demonstrate the first systems biology
approach into the complex molecular network of the implantation process in humans. (Molecular
Endocrinology 26: 203–217, 2012)

Successful embryo implantation is an absolute require-
ment for the reproduction of mammalian species. In

humans, implantation involves complex interactions be-
tween the embryo and the maternal endometrium, all of
which must be performed within an optimal time frame.
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Critical to successful implantation is the embryo’s devel-
opment into an implantation-competent blastocyst and the
synchronized transformation of the uterus into a receptive
stage (1). The endometrium is receptive to blastocyst im-
plantation only during a spatially and temporally restricted
period in the secretory phase of the menstrual cycle, known
as the putative “window of implantation” (2, 3). During this
window, ovarian estrogen and progesterone induce the
endometrial cells to proliferate, differentiate, and se-
crete molecules that influence trophoblast develop-
ment. Meanwhile, the presence of an embryo in the
uterus triggers specific molecular and cellular re-
sponses within the endometrium (4).

The success of embryonic implantation further relies
upon a two-way dialogue between the blastocyst and the
endometrium, which involves cell-cell and cell-extracel-
lular matrix (ECM) interactions, mediated by integrins,
matrix-degrading enzymes and their inhibitors, a variety
of growth factors and cytokines, and their receptors and
modulator proteins (5). Disturbances in this bidirectional
cross talk are believed to represent a major reason why
over 60% of all pregnancies are terminated at the end of
the periimplantation period (3, 6, 7). Indeed, in assisted
reproductive techniques, where often high-quality embryos
are transferred, implantation remains the rate-limiting step
for the success of treatment (8, 9). Therefore, a better under-
standing of the implantation process, and the importance of
the factors involved, is warranted.

Many studies have been performed to improve under-
standing of the molecular mechanisms involved in embryo-
maternal cross talk. However, most of the information
regarding what is believed to occur during human implan-
tation is derived from animal models, largely from studies
on mice (10–12), because it is ethically and practically
extremely difficult to study human implantation pro-
cesses in vivo (13). Animal models do provide important
clues to the processes regulating human implantation, but
because the process varies across species (4), the results
cannot always be extrapolated to humans.

With the development of microarray technology, nu-
merous whole-genome expression analyses of the human
endometrium have revealed hundreds of simultaneously
up- and down-regulated genes that play a role in endo-
metrial receptivity (14–24). Information concerning the
molecular basis of human preimplantation development
is limited, and only a few studies have been reported (25–
30). Although numerous signaling factors and pathways
have been found to have a role in the endometrium and/or
in the embryo at the time of implantation, the molecular
basis of the reciprocal embryo-maternal interactions still
remains largely unknown.

In this study, we performed a comprehensive com-
putational analysis of the molecular interaction net-
work underlying the embryo-endometrium interface
during implantation. Using a systems biology ap-
proach, we integrated embryonic and endometrial
transcriptomic profiles with protein-protein interac-
tions. Our analysis revealed a collection of proteins,
functional protein modules, and pathways that are ac-
tivated within the preimplanting blastocyst and in the
receptive endometrium. Furthermore, we characterized a
high-confidence network of cross-tissue protein interac-
tions that outline the molecular nature of the embryo-
endometrium implantation interface.

Results

Transcriptional profiling of the embryo
and endometrium

Embryo implantation occurs between blastocyst-stage
embryo (d 5 after conception) and the endometrium in its
receptive stage (midsecretory phase endometrium). To
identify the transcriptional profile within the blastocyst
and the receptive endometrium, we used microarrays to
profile d-3 vs. d-5 embryos, as well as proliferative vs.
midsecretory endometrial tissues, and mapped the tran-
scriptional up- and down-regulation events that coincide
with implantation (Fig. 1A and Supplemental Fig. 1, pub-
lished on The Endocrine Society’s Journals Online web
site at http://mend.endojournals.org).

We then applied the incremental enrichment analy-
sis algorithm from the g:Profiler tool (31) to study the
functions of the genes involved. This algorithm extends
gene set enrichment analysis by assessing the functional
significance of increasingly larger sets of genes with the
most dramatic transcriptional changes. In contrast to
fixed gene set analysis, incremental enrichment analy-
sis detects both specific functions and pathways that
exhibit strong transcriptional signals, as well as broader cat-
egories that are widely represented within differentially ex-
pressed genes. In addition, we combined the above analysis
with KEGGanim software, which highlights genes in
pathway maps according to their differential expression
(32). The results of this analysis are available online at
http://biit.cs.ut.ee/KEGGanim (user, embryo; password,
endometrium).

Embryonic cells are characterized by a wide transcrip-
tional response, reflected in the activation of 4208 probe
sets and inhibition of 4137 probe sets [15% of all probe
sets; false discovery rate (FDR), P $ 0.05], corresponding
to 2812 up-regulated embryonic genes (EM#) and 2824
down-regulated embryonic genes (EM") (Supplemental
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Table 1). The EM" subset comprises a large fraction of
transcription factors, because a quarter of the regulators
of the human transcription factor compendium (33) is
inhibited (420 transcription factors, P ! 10"36) (Supple-
mental Table 2). In our previously published study, where
we applied different array data analysis tools, these pre-
implantation embryos also demonstrated a significant
number of down-regulated genes involved in transcrip-
tion regulation (27). Transcriptional and RNA metabolic
machinery is known to be active during the embryonic
genome activation that takes place before blastocyst for-
mation (34). Relevant Gene Ontology (GO) categories in
EM" genes include sexual reproduction (P ! 10"11),
brain development (P !10"7), and pattern specification
processes (P ! 10"6), among others. These illustrate the
major reprogramming events that define the transition
from pluripotent cell mass to differentiated tissues. Strik-
ingly, the functional category histone H3-K4 demethyl-
ation (P ! 10"4) is detected at the very top of the EM"
list, represented by the single gene KDM1B with the
strongest down-regulation signal in embryonic tissue.
KDM1B is a histone H3-K4 demethylase required to es-
tablish maternal genomic imprints during oogenesis in
mice (35, 36). Embryos derived from KDM1B-deficient
oocytes showed aberrant expression of imprinted genes
and so died halfway through gestation (35). EM# genes
are enriched in metabolic processes (P ! 10"15), e.g. me-
tabolism of small molecules (P ! 10"22), lipids (P !
10"14), alcohol (P ! 10"14), and amines (P ! 10"7).
High expression of lipid metabolic genes in preimplanta-
tion embryos confirms our previous observations (27)
and also coincides with a very recent study of mural tro-
phectoderm transcriptome of human blastocysts and em-
bryonic stem cell-derived trophoblasts (37). The elevated

expression of lipid metabolism in blastocysts may be as-
sociated with increased cell proliferation, where newly
forming cells require more membrane. Genes related to
development (P ! 10"11) and localization (P ! 10"12)
were also enriched in our EM# list, indicating that certain
developmental pathways are regulated in opposite direc-
tions. An interesting gene, that for E-cadherin (CDH1),
was found in the EM# list. E-cadherin is a cell adhesion
protein with a dual role during embryonic development.
It maintains blastocyst structure by participating in cell-
cell adhesion and is involved in cell-cell interaction and
communication during embryo implantation (38, 39).
Further genes of interest in the EM# list include TGFB1
and IL6ST, which were also detected by Aghajanova et al.
(37) in human trophectoderm and embryonic stem cell-
derived trophoblasts, both of which are known to be as-
sociated with intrauterine lethality in knockout mice (40,
41). Other interesting genes in the EM# list that are
known to be involved in preimplantation development
are those for cathepsins (CTSB, CTSH, CTSD, CTSZ,
CTSL1, CTSE, and CTSA), prostaglandins (PTGES2,
PTGES, PTGR1, and PTGER3), and pregnancy-associ-
ated glycoproteins (PSG1, PSG2, PSG4, PSG7, and
PSG10) (37, 42).

Receptive endometrium is characterized by the acti-
vation of 1452 probe sets and the inhibition of 1935
probe sets (FDR, P $ 0.05), corresponding to 920 up-
regulated endometrial genes (EN#) and 1257 down-
regulated endometrial genes (Supplemental Table 1). The
down-regulated endometrial gene list is characterized by
pregnancy-specific functions, such as gland development
(P ! 10"5), the progesterone-mediated oocyte matura-
tion pathway (P ! 10"6), and maternal process involved
in pregnancy (P ! 10"6). The strong GO and pathway
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FIG. 1. Transcriptional profiling of the embryo-endometrium interface. A, Number of Affymetrix probe sets (left) and corresponding HUGO Gene
Nomenclature Committee gene symbols (right) detected in microarray analysis. em, Embryo; en, endometrium; em-en, coregulated in embryo and
endometrium; red, up-regulation; green, down-regulation. B, Functional scores of known genes in embryonic and endometrial gene lists from GO
and pathway enrichment analysis.
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enrichments in connection with EN# genes reflect the
complex interplay between the invading embryo and the
mother’s immune system. The aspects involved include
response to external stimulus (P ! 10"14), positive regu-
lation of the immune system (P ! 10"7), ECM-receptor
interaction (P ! 10"6), acute inflammatory response (P !
10"8), innate immune response (P ! 10"7), and macro-
phage activation during immune response (P ! 10"5).
The second-strongest induction signal comes from the
transcript of the LBP gene, which is involved in leukocyte
chemotaxis during an inflammatory response. In fact, a
favorable effect of injury-derived inflammation on im-
plantation has been shown (43), and the up-regulation of
genes involved in immune responses in receptive endome-
trium has been highlighted in previous studies (24, 44).
Induced genes in functional categories, such as cell adhe-
sion (P ! 10"6), ECM-receptor interaction (P ! 10"6),
integrin cell surface interactions (P ! 10"5), and regula-
tion of cell proliferation (P ! 10"6), indicate preparation
for embryo implantation. Members of KEGG pathways
for p53 signaling (P ! 10"3) and oocyte meiosis (P !
10"7) were also observed more frequently than expected.

On a single gene level, we detected many of the genes
recently implicated in independent microarray analyses of
human uterine receptivity for implantation (45, 46), in-
cluding up-regulated genes such as APOD, CLDN4,
C1R, CYP2C9, DKK1, DPP4, EDNRB, GADD45A,
GPX3, HABP2, ID4, IL15, LIF, LMOD1, MAOA,
MAP3K5, MTNR1A, PAEP, SERPING1, and SPP1 and
down-regulated genes such as CCNB1, MSX1, MSX2,
and OLFM1. Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) involve-
ment in human endometrial receptivity has been studied
by several groups [reviewed by Aghajanova et al. (47)]. In
fact, we have demonstrated that disturbances in the en-
dometrial LIF signaling pathway could lead to fertility
problems in otherwise healthy women (48).

A small number of genes appear to be coregulated in
both tissues at the time of implantation, reflecting initia-
tion of the embryo-endometrium interface and cell cycle
regulation. The 184 coherently induced genes are con-
cerned with enrichment of anchoring junctions (P !
10"8) and cytoskeletal protein binding (P ! 10"6),
whereas the 156 coherently inhibited genes are associated
with the M phase of the cell cycle (P ! 10"5).

We also studied the total functional information at-
tributed to the genes in our embryonic and endometrial
gene lists (Fig. 1B). We devised a simple score that reflects
all overrepresented GO categories and pathways indi-
cated in up- and down-regulated tissue-specific lists. The
score corresponds to the sum of all log-scale P values from
enrichment tests, divided by the number of genes in the
list. It reflects the average amount of significance in all

functional enrichment tests, as a log P value attributed to
any single gene in the tissue-specific list. Endometrial
genes appeared to have more than 2-fold stronger scores
than embryonic genes. As an intuitive explanation, more
functions have been assigned to endometrial genes in pre-
vious experiments and therefore our gene lists are better
explained through functional enrichment. At the same
time, human embryonic genes remain less well character-
ized, and functional enrichment is weaker because of
abundant transcripts with unknown or vaguely defined
functions. This is to be expected because of the apocry-
phal nature of human embryonic cells.

Embryonic and endometrial protein-protein
interaction networks

We studied protein-protein interaction networks that
are activated within the receptive endometrium and
within the d-5 blastocyst. The analysis is based on the
assumption that significantly induced genes may establish
permanent and transient protein-protein interactions to
create protein complexes and initiate signal transduction.
To construct embryonic and endometrial interaction net-
works, EM# and EN# genes were mapped to the Human
Protein Reference Database (HPRD) (49). The mapping
resulted in an embryonic network of 1096 genes and 1956
interactions and an endometrial network of 264 genes
and 324 interactions (Fig. 2A, Supplemental Figs. 2 and 3,
and Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). The topological struc-
tures of our tissue-specific networks closely resemble the
raw HPRD network, because these networks appear to
follow a similar, approximately log-linear degree distri-
bution (Fig. 2B). The distribution of node (gene) degrees,
i.e. the number of their interaction partners, determine
global network properties that appear to be shared in
many types of biological systems. Log-linear degree dis-
tribution implies that the vast majority of genes interact
with only one or a couple of other genes. At the same time,
a handful of genes interact with hundreds or thousands of
others, creating a complex network of global connectiv-
ity. Importantly, biological networks appear to be mod-
ular, meaning that densely interacting gene groups may
share similar functional properties, such as membership
of physical protein complexes or signaling cascades.

To provide functional interpretation to the intratissue
interaction networks, we applied a novel topological clus-
tering algorithm called HyperModules and identified 325
modules in the embryonic network and 144 modules in
the endometrial network (Supplemental Figs. 4 and 5).
The HyperModules algorithm developed here and imple-
mented in the Graphweb software (50) is based on the
assumption that interacting proteins with many shared
interactors are biologically more relevant (51, 52). Over-
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lapping modules are of particular biological interest, be-
cause proteins can take part in multiple unrelated functions
and pathways via distinct sets of interactions. Consequently,
HyperModules starts from an initial exhaustive set of mod-
ules, where each module consists of one protein and its direct
interaction partners. These modules are then merged itera-
tively in a greedy manner, so that at each interaction, the pair
of modules with the highest statistical significance of mem-
bership overlap will be merged. Merging is stopped when
none of the overlaps are sufficiently significant.

To assess the functional importance of detected gene
modules, we applied enrichment analysis in GraphWeb
and identified 10 of the most significant biological pro-
cesses, cell components, molecular functions, and path-
ways for embryonic and endometrial networks (Fig. 3,

A and B). A number of relevant functions and pathways
was detected within the embryo, including transcription
regulation, developmental processes, regulation of cellu-
lar metabolic processes, and pathways in cancer, and
within the endometrium, various immune responses, the
JAK-STAT signaling pathway, cell-cell adherens junc-
tions, focal adhesion, and complement and coagulation
cascades. The latter functional enrichment confirms our
previous observations of the involvement of coagulation
factors in endometrial receptivity (53, 54).

To gain additional confidence in our networks, we
investigated global mRNA coexpression patterns of inter-
acting proteins (Fig. 2C). Permanent physical protein-
protein interactions are known to be associated with
strong coexpression at the mRNA level across many cell

A B

C D

FIG. 2. Embryonic and endometrial interaction networks constructed from induced genes with protein-protein interactions. A, Protein counts
(right) and interaction counts (left) in constructed networks. blue, Embryonic network (em); red, endometrial network (en); purple, embryo-
endometrium network (em-en); orange, high-confidence em-en network. B, Distribution of protein interactions in constructed networks (protein
degree, log-scale). Black line represents the global degree distribution of all protein-protein interactions in the HPRD. C, Global coexpression of
interacting pairs in constructed networks. The y-axis represents significance score (log10 of P value) of coexpression across hundreds of
experiments, as assessed by the MEM tool. Rightmost boxplot (white) shows coexpression for randomly selected pairs of nondifferentially
expressed genes. Values of P show that constructed networks tend to have higher coexpression scores than random pairs (one-sided Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test). D, Tissue-specific expression of proteins in full embryo-endometrium network (left) and high-confidence embryo-endometrium
network (right). Purple bars represent proteins with induced expression in both tissues.
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types and conditions (55). To validate this observation,
we used our recently developed Multi Experiment Matrix
(MEM) software (56) to analyze our interaction net-
works. Briefly, MEM uses novel rank aggregation meth-
ods to find genes that exhibit similar expression patterns
across a collection of several thousand microarray data-
sets. We applied MEM to measure relative coexpression
of interacting gene pairs in embryonic, endometrial, and
cross-tissue networks (see below) and compared these
with randomly selected pairs of nonspecifically expressed
genes. Here, we show that protein interactions indicated in

our networks have considerably higher coexpression scores
than those of random gene pairs (t tests: embryonic, P !
10"66; endometrial, P ! 10"9; embryo-endometrium, P !
10"23). This analysis creates added confidence in our inter-
action networks, because protein-protein interactions with
strong transcript-level coexpression are more likely to rep-
resent biologically relevant in vivo interactions.

Embryo-endometrium interaction network
Next, we set out to describe the intertissue interface

that is initiated during implantation. We constructed an

A B

C

FIG. 3. Functional enrichment analysis of embryonic and endometrial interaction networks: embryonic (A), endometrial (B), and embryo-
endometrium (C). Bar color denotes different types of evidence from GO and pathway databases. The x-axis denotes functional enrichment score,
computed as log10 sum of related P values from all topological modules, as identified by the HyperModules algorithm. The 10 most significant
functional categories are shown for each source of evidence.
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embryo-endometrium interaction network that encom-
passes genes induced in both endometrial and embryonic
tissues (Fig. 2, A and B, Supplemental Fig. 6, and Supple-
mental Table 5). We extracted known protein-protein
interactions from the HPRD that spanned the two tissues,
such that each interaction comprised one gene induced in
the embryo and the other induced in the endometrium.
The majority of nodes in this network (54%) originate
from the embryonic list of genes, whereas there is also a
considerable fraction of endometrial genes (30%) and
genes simultaneously induced in both tissues (16%) (Fig.
2D). The interactions in the embryo-endometrium inter-
action network were further filtered using GO cell com-
ponent annotations. We focused on proteins known to be
localized near the outer cell boundaries, such as mem-
branes and the ECM, and excluded proteins localized
within the cell cytoplasm, organelles, and nucleus (Sup-
plemental Table 6). Proteins with no cellular component
annotations were also included in the analysis.

The embryo-endometrium interaction network was
then analyzed by means of HyperModules to provide
functional interpretation to the interaction networks, and
105 modules were identified (Fig. 4 and Supplemental

Table 7). Numerous relevant functions and pathways
were detected in functional enrichment analysis; for in-
stance, cell adhesion, focal adhesion, cell-cell junctions,
tight junctions, integrin cell surface interactions, ECM
structural constituents, and others (Fig. 3C).

We then created a high-confidence variant of the embryo-
endometrium interface by careful literature curation (Fig. 5
and Supplemental Table 8). The high-confidence network
comprises 96 genes, 88 interactions, and 22 connected
network components. The largest curated network is
built up of 35 interacting molecules between the two tis-
sues belonging to the protein families of collagens
(COL1A1, COL4A1, COL4A2, COL4A5, COL4A6, and
COL7A1), integrins (ITGA1 and ITGB8), laminins
(LAMA1, LAMA2, LAMA5, LAMB3, LAMC1, and
LAMC2), and fibulins (FBLN1 and FBLN2), together
with other molecules involved in cell adhesion [CD36,
CD44, HABP2, transforming growth factor beta 1
(TGFB1), VCAN, and vascular endothelial growth factor
A). Activation of TGFB signaling during porcine implan-
tation has been shown previously (57), and CD44 in-
volvement in blastocyst adhesion has also been proposed
earlier (58–60). Interestingly, HABP2 is one of the few

FIG. 4. One hundred and five topological protein modules identified from the embryo-endometrium interaction network. Node color represents
tissue-specific differential gene expression. blue, Expressed in embryo; red, expressed in endometrium; gray, expressed in both tissues. Node size
represents number of interaction partners in the module.
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genes identified in a number of studies in receptive endo-
metrium (24, 45, 53). Vascular endothelial growth factor
A synthesis by blastocysts has been demonstrated (61,
62), and its expression level in follicular fluid has been
correlated with pregnancy outcome in in vitro fertiliza-
tion (IVF) treatment (63). Integrins are expressed by both
blastocyst-derived trophoblast cells and endometrial epi-
thelial cells and are intimately involved in mediating em-
bryo adhesion (59, 60, 64). The role of integrins in im-
plantation has been widely reviewed (19, 65, 66).
Endometrial collagen and laminin expression is believed
to regulate embryo implantation (19, 60, 67). A role of
fibulin in endometrial preparation toward implantation
has been also suggested (68), but its involvement in the
implantation process has not been demonstrated before.
In addition, within the large network, we identified sev-
eral new players in human embryo-endometrium interac-
tions, which have been suggested to have roles in implan-
tation in animal models, such as FGF7 (69), fibroblast
growth factor receptor 4 (70), VCAN (71), NRP1 (72),
biglycan (73), and SERPINA3 (74).

The second largest interaction network, of 14 genes,
represents proteins involved in cytokine-cytokine recep-
tor interaction, where osteopontin, apolipoprotein D,
leptin, and LIF pathways intertwine. Osteopontin binds
directly to specific integrins and thus promotes trophec-
toderm cell migration and attachment to luminal epithe-
lium. This complex has been proposed to be important in
promoting embryo attachment (75, 76). The expression
of APOD in human receptive endometrium has been
highlighted (17). LIF and LEP signaling pathways in im-
plantation/embryo-maternal communication have been
extensively studied, and they are well established (sum-
marized in Refs. 47, 77, 78).

The third largest interaction network unites four mol-
ecules that are involved in tight junctions, including tight
junction protein 1, occludin (OCLN), and claudin 4. The
presence of OCLN and claudin 4 in tight junctions at the
time of implantation has been shown (65, 79). Data from
experiments on mice suggest that during the early steps of
implantation, trophoblast-induced expression of tight
junctions results in a temporary barrier to protect the
embryo from maternal injurious stimuli, such as Ig (80).

FIG. 5. High-confidence embryo-endometrium interaction network from protein-protein interaction data and literature curation. Node color
represents tissue-specific differential gene expression. blue, Expressed in embryo; red, expressed in endometrium; gray, expressed in both tissues.
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The next network in size demonstrates a novel inter-
action network in the human implantation process,
comprising the hormone gastrin, the metalloprotein ce-
ruloplasmin, membrane metallo-endopeptidase, and
endothelin 1 (EDN1). These molecules have not been
associated with implantation before, but the level of
expression of EDN1 in follicular fluid was correlated
with successful pregnancies in IVF treatment in a recent
study (63).

Several additional novel interactors in the embryo-en-
dometrium interface were detected in our study, including
the molecules Dickkopf 1, kringle containing transmem-
brane protein 1 (KREMEN1), and carcinoembryonic an-
tigen-related cell adhesion molecule 1 (CEACAM1). Re-
cent studies have demonstrated the involvement of DKK1
gene expression in embryo attachment and implantation
in an in vitro coculture model (81), and aberrant endo-
metrial expression of DKK1 has been associated with IVF
failure (82). Furthermore, the importance of Dickkopf
1-KREMEN1 interaction in implantation has been dem-
onstrated in mice (83). CEACAM1 is an adhesion mole-
cule whose expression at the apical pole of endometrial
epithelial cells and by extravillous trophoblast at the im-
plantation site has been shown (84). Given its specific
expression pattern, CEACAM1 has been proposed as a
useful marker in mediating embryo-endometrial interac-
tions (84), a notion which we support.

Discussion

We describe the first comprehensive computational study
into the complex molecular networks of the implantation
process in humans. The cellular events that define various
stages of implantation have been described earlier (4), but
the molecules and molecular genetic pathways that are
crucial to this process (and how they interact) are not well
known. Here, we performed an integrative systems biol-
ogy analysis to uncover the complex molecular networks
of human embryo-endometrium interface at the time of
implantation, by combining tissue-specific transcriptome
profiles with molecular interaction networks. We used an
original network profiling strategy HyperModules to
reduce the complexity of implantation networks and un-
cover pathways and functional protein modules that con-
tribute to successful implantation. Furthermore, we out-
lined a high-confidence embryo-endometrium interaction
network that represents the intertissue molecular inter-
face at the time of implantation. Our findings serve as a
resource for studying human implantation at the molec-
ular level through hypothesis generation and functional
validation.

Both adequate preparation of receptive endometrium
and the establishment and maintenance of a viable em-
bryo before reaching the endometrium are essential for
successful implantation. Preimplantation development of
embryos includes critical events, such as the transition
from maternal to embryonic genome activation, compac-
tion, cavitation, and blastocyst formation (85). Maternal
to embryonic gene activation shows, in parallel with deg-
radation of maternal transcripts, two principal transient
waves of de novo transcription, as seen in mice, where the
first wave peaks between the two- and four-cell stages and
the second wave peaks at the eight-cell stage and precedes
morula-to-blastocyst formation (86). The existence of
these programmed waves of induced and inhibited gene
expression patterns explains well our major finding that
differentially expressed genes in blastocyst-stage embryos
are involved in transcription regulation and especially
transcriptional down-regulation.

Simultaneously with embryo development into the
blastocyst stage, ovarian steroid hormones and down-
stream factors for growth and differentiation transform
the endometrium into its receptive stage (46). In the cur-
rent study, we confirm the involvement of many genes
that have previously been identified in connection with
uterine receptivity, such as LIF, HABP2, IL15, PAEP,
SPP1, and others. In addition, we identify several relevant
gene networks that are known to be involved in the ade-
quate preparation of receptive endometrium, such as
those connected with the JAK-STAT signaling pathway,
complement and coagulation cascades, focal adhesion,
adherens junctions, and inflammatory responses.

One of the most elegant and fascinating interactions in
human physiology takes place between an embryo and
the endometrium to initiate and maintain the process of
implantation (87). We are the first to model the complex
interaction pattern between the implanting embryo and
the endometrium in humans. The main interaction net-
work in our study highlights the importance of cell adhe-
sion molecules, including integrins, collagens, and lamin-
ins in the implantation process. Indeed, in the initial stage
of implantation, the blastocyst interacts with the endo-
metrium using adhesion molecules, followed by stable
adhesion (38). The polarized interaction between blasto-
cyst and endometrium is established and becomes stron-
ger, a process mediated by adhesion molecules, immune
cells, and cytokines (88). Also in focus among the first
interacting molecules, we found cytokine-cytokine recep-
tor interactions to be important, where osteopontin and
LIF and LEP pathways intertwine. We also propose
several new players in human embryo-endometrium in-
teraction, including apolipoprotein D, biglycan, EDN1,
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FBLN2, FGF7, gastrin, KREMEN1, NRP1, SERPINA3,
VCAN, and others.

In the attempt to reveal the initial steps of the implan-
tation, a recent study presented the global gene expression
comparison in exogenous gonadotrophin-stimulated en-
dometrium and blastocyst trophectoderm cells during the
implantation period in women undergoing infertility
treatment in IVF (60). A number of interacting molecules
identified are also present in our study, such as LAMA1 in
embryo and ITGB8, LAMA2, DCN, CEACAM1, CD44,
and collagens 1 and 4. Nevertheless, their study approach
was different, because they contrasted gene expression in
two distinct tissues, trophectoderm cells and endometrial
cells. Furthermore, they analyzed endometrium in IVF
conditions that has been shown to alter endometrial re-
ceptivity (89–91). Further, a very recent study analyzed
the transcriptome of mural trophectoderm cells from hu-
man blastocysts and compared the pattern with human
embryonic stem cell-derived trophoblasts, offering a new
view into the players in the very early stages of human
implantation process (37). Interestingly, several of these
proteins are present in our embryos that intertwine in our
high-confidence embryo-endometrium interaction net-
works, such as IL-6, IL-6ST, LEPR, OCLN, SERPINE1,
TGFB1, and VCAN.

One of the most important and studied genes related to
implantation is that for LIF, because its crucial role in
mice was demonstrated (92). LIF pathway involvement in
human embryo implantation was clearly seen in our
study. However, although LIF expression is an indicator
of receptive endometrium, its role in the assessment of
implantation potential in humans is controversial (47),
and use of recombinant human LIF has failed to improve
the outcome of IVF treatment in women with recurrent
implantation failure (93). Although the role of LIF in the
human implantation process has been proved to be im-
portant, it seems not to be crucial but rather a part of a
highly coordinated orchestra.

In the current study, we present a novel systems biol-
ogy approach for investigating the complex implantation
process, although we have to acknowledge the limitation
of microarray technology, with its focus on a static snap-
shot analysis of a dynamic process, and its unilateral anal-
ysis of either the embryo or the endometrium. Further, for
ethical reasons, it is possible to use only in vitro cultured
human embryos, which might not reflect fully the in vivo
processes. Altogether, we cannot exclude the possibility
that the expression profiles that we identified as poten-
tially involved in these early dialogues between the em-
bryo and the endometrium could, in some extent, differ
from the conditions in natural conception.

It is an important challenge to elucidate the processes
within the embryo and endometrium adjacent to implan-
tation and to understand the complex cross talk between
the implanting embryo and the endometrium in humans.
Fifteen percent of couples worldwide are childless be-
cause of infertility (94). Although many underlying causes
of human infertility have been overcome by a variety of
assisted reproductive techniques, implantation remains
the rate-limiting step for the success of IVF treatments (9).
There is, therefore, a continuing need to unravel the com-
plexities of uterine receptivity and preimplantation em-
bryonic development, and subsequent implantation, to
address two contrasting global issues: to improve infertil-
ity and to design new and improved contraceptives.

In conclusion, our findings and database provide a
fundamental resource for better understanding of the
complex genetic network that leads to successful embryo
implantation. We have detected new molecular aspects in
blastocyst preimplantation development and confirm sev-
eral molecules and pathways important for endometrial
receptivity. With our computational analysis, we high-
light the first interacting molecules and their networks in
initiating the implantation process between the blastocyst
and the receptive endometrium. Furthermore, the meth-
odology presented herein could serve to inspire new anal-
ysis approaches to unravel complex networks in human
physiology.

Materials and Methods

Embryonic and endometrial samples
In total, 128 in vitro cultured embryos were used in the

current study, 68 d-3 eight-cell embryos and 60 d-5 blastocysts.
These large numbers of unique preimplantation human em-
bryos, collected at IVF units at Örebro University Hospital and
Uppsala University Hospital, were donated for research and
were not used in infertility treatment. The donated embryos had
been frozen for future infertility treatment, and when there was
a wish for no further infertility treatment, they were donated for
research. The Ethics Committees of Karolinska Institutet and
Örebro University approved the study, and informed consent
was obtained from the donating couples. Detailed information
about the infertility treatment protocols and further embryo
culture has been published previously (27). Evaluation of blas-
tocysts was performed at the IVF unit using the system described
by Gardner (95). The blastocoel was graded from one to six as
follows: 1) early blastocyst with a blastocoel of less than 50% of
embryo volume, 2) early blastocyst with a blastocoel of 50–
80%, 3) fully developed blastocoel of at least 80% of embryo
volume, 4) expanded blastocyst, 5) hatching blastocyst, and 6)
fully hatched blastocyst. The inner cell mass was graded as fol-
lows: 1) many cells and tightly packed, 2) average number of
cells, and 3) few cells and loosely packed. The trophectoderm
was graded: 1) for many cells, equal in size, and 2) for uneven
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cells and 3) for few cells. Expanded blastocysts with a good
inner cell mass and trophectoderm, i.e. at least 4AB were con-
sidered to be of high quality, and blastocysts scoring at least
3AA were considered to be of good quality. We did not use
developmentally poor embryos; those included in our study
were all of high or good quality.

Endometrial samples from healthy volunteers were collected
at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Uppsala Uni-
versity). The Ethics Committee of Uppsala University approved
the study, and informed consent was obtained from every
woman. In total, eight endometrial samples were collected, four
samples from the proliferative phase of the natural menstrual
cycle (cycle d 7, nonreceptive endometrium) and four samples
from the midsecretory phase (LH#7, receptive endometrium).
The endometrial biopsy samples were obtained from the ante-
rior wall of the uterine cavity, without dilatation of the cervix,
using a Pipelle catheter (Genetics, Namont-Achel, Belgium). The
detection of LH in morning urine (Unipath Ltd., Bedford, UK)
was used to determine the day of the LH surge (day LH#0).
Histological evaluation of the samples showed normal matura-
tion in relation to the cycle day, according to the criteria de-
scribed by Noyes et al. (96). The mean age of these women was
34.0 % 10.0 (SD), they were healthy, with no gynecological com-
plications, nonsmoking, and with proven fertility (para 2.4 %
1.5), except for two women who were young and had not yet
had children. Their mean body mass index was 25.7 % 7.2
kg/m2, mean cycle length was 27.6 % 1.1 d, and the mean du-
ration of menses was 5.3 % 1.6 d.

Total RNA isolation and oligonucleotide microarray
Total RNA was isolated from embryos and endometrial bi-

opsy samples using RNeasy Mini kits (QIAGEN, Venlo, The
Netherlands). The quality of the RNA was assessed by using an
A2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Ger-
many). For embryo samples of both stages, RNA samples were
pooled into one biological sample, and two independent biolog-
ical samples were used as replicates (d 3, 32 and 36 embryos; d
5, 27 and 33 embryos). Plots of correlations between the bio-
logical duplicates have been illustrated previously [Zhang et al.
(27)]. In total, four samples (d 3, n ! 2; d 5, n ! 2) were used for
microarray analysis. Endometrial samples were not pooled, and
in total eight microarray assays were performed (proliferative
phase endometrium, n ! 4; midsecretory phase endometrium,
n ! 4).

For all samples, 50 ng of total RNA was reverse transcribed,
amplified, labeled, and hybridized according to the Affymetrix
two-cycle GeneChip Eukaryotic small sample target labeling
assay, version II (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). For hybridiza-
tion, an Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2.0 array was used.

Microarray analysis
Microarray data analysis was performed by using R Biocon-

ductor software. First, array normalization was carried out us-
ing the robust multiarray average method of the Affy package.
Differential expression for each probe set was then quantified
with linear models with the Limma package (97). Two contrasts
were applied, covering changes between proliferative and recep-
tive endometrium and changes between d-3 and d-5 embryos.
Statistical significance of differential expression was assessed
using empirical Bayes-moderated t statistics of the Limma pack-

age. Resulting P values were globally corrected for multiple
testing (FDR), and a cut-off (P $ 0.05) was applied to distin-
guish probe sets with significant differential expression. Af-
fymetrix probe set ID were converted to Human Genome No-
menclature symbols with g:Profiler software (31). Enrichment
analysis and incremental enrichment analysis for GO categories
and KEGG pathways was also carried out with the g:Profiler
software.

Our primary and processed microarray data are available in
the public database ArrayExpress repository (accession no. E-
MEXP-3111), and previous microarray analysis of embryo tis-
sue [Zhang et al. (27)] is also available (accession no. E-MEXP-
2359). Microarray data have been validated in our previous
study using real-time PCR analysis (98).

Construction of embryonic and endometrial
interaction networks

The manually curated collection of human protein-protein
interactions was retrieved from the HPRD (49). Endometrial
(embryonic) interaction networks consisted of HPRD interac-
tions, in which mRNA levels of both interactors were signifi-
cantly up-regulated in endometrial (embryonal) microarray
analysis. To construct the embryo-endometrium interaction net-
work, we considered interaction pairs where one of the inter-
acting proteins was significantly up-regulated in the embryo and
the other in the endometrium, or either of the proteins in both
tissues. Proteins in the embryo-endometrium network were fur-
ther filtered on the basis of HPRD GO cellular component an-
notations, and proteins with known roles in unrelated compart-
ments were removed (Supplemental Table 6).

Each network was partitioned into partially overlapping
topological protein modules. Detected interaction modules
were profiled with functional enrichments of GO terms and
pathways with g:Profiler software (31). The final score for
each recovered category was computed as the log10 sum of P
values from all topological modules within the respective
category. Network visualization was carried out using Cyto-
scape software (99).

Assessment of mRNA coexpression in
network interactions

mRNA-level coexpression of interacting protein pairs was
assessed by using the MEM web tool (56). In brief, the MEM
web tool involves use of correlation-based measures and novel
rank aggregation strategies to rank coexpressed genes to a given
gene, assess the statistical significance of detected coexpression,
and select microarray datasets that contribute most to observed
coexpression. In this analysis, MEM was applied to study coex-
pression of physically interacting proteins. For a given pair of
interactors, all related microarray probe sets were retrieved,
paired appropriately, and assessed for coexpression, using the
MEM web tool. The probe set with the best P value was selected
as a representative of the current pair of interactors. To obtain
MEM scores, P values from the above were corrected by using
the Holm multiple testing procedure, log-transformed, and sub-
jected to significance cut-off (P ! 0.05). Random pairs of inter-
actors were combined from nondifferentially expressed subsets
of embryonic and endometrial genes and subjected to the same
selection, correction, and cut-off criteria. MEM scores for inter-
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action networks and random gene pairs were compared by using
one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

The HyperModules algorithm
The constructed interaction networks were dissected into

partially overlapping modules using a novel probabilistic al-
gorithm called HyperModules. HyperModules involves com-
monly targeted interacting partners of genes. We use a
“greedy” approach to build modules of genes whose interac-
tion partners significantly overlap and merge modules itera-
tively until convergence. At each interaction, we merge the
two modules with the greatest overlap as defined by the cu-
mulative hypergeometric test. Convergence occurs when the
significance of merging events falls below a predefined cut-off
value (P ! 0.05).

More specifically, the algorithm involves the following
steps. 1) Set the initial collection of gene modules. Every
initial module consists of a gene and its direct interaction
partners. For each gene in the network, there exists an initial
module with itself and all its interactors. 2) Study all pairs of
modules and focus on those that include overlapping sets
of genes. Calculate the statistical significance of enrichment
of overlapping genes, using the hypergeometric test. Perform
multiple testing correction (FDR) for all tests. Merge the pair
of modules where the statistical significance as regards en-
richment of common member genes is the greatest. 3) Repeat
step 3 until no more modules can be merged with a statisti-
cally significant P value (P ! 0.05).

We have made the algorithm available in our GraphWeb
tool (50).
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